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ON THICK L

1
 

 
The article describes the distribution of two allophones of the phoneme 

/l/ in Swedish dialects of Estonia and, in the first hand, in the dialect of 
Gammalsvenskby, where I carried out fieldwork and interviewed speakers 
of the dialect. It is shown that these allophones appeared in the Proto-
Scandinavian period, before the syncope of the unstressed vowels, though 
the present-day quality of thick l may be due to a later development. 
I suggest that the emergence of two allophones of /l/ is related to the 
emergence of similar allophones of /r/, which, in turn, was caused by 
PScand. *R having become an allophone of /r/. 

Keywords: retrofex flap, “thick” l, historical phonology, Swedish 
dialects of Estonia.    
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О «толстом» l 
В статье рассматриваются правила распределения двух аллофонов 

фонемы /l/ в шведских диалектах Эстонии и прежде всего в диалекте 
села Старошведское (Херсонская обл.), где автор проводил полевые 
исследования. Показывается, что эти аллофоны возникли в прасканди-
навскую эпоху, до синкопы безударных гласных, хотя современное 
качество «толстого» l могло возникнуть позже. Выдвигается предпо-
ложение, что возникновение двух аллофонов /l/ связано с возникнове-
нием двух аллофонов у фонемы /r/ в праскандинавском, которое, в 
свою очередь, обусловлено превращением прасканд. *R (< *z) в 
аллофон /r/. 

Ключевые слова: ретрофлексный флэп, «толстое» l, диахроничес-
кая фонология, шведские диалекты Эстонии.    

 

Thick l (Sw. »tjockt l») is a retroflex flap. It is pronounced with 

the tip of the tongue raised towards the top of the hard palate
2
 and 

then making a single touch of the area just above the protuberance 

                                                      
1
 I am grateful to Elis J. Ahlberg for his meticulous comments on this 

article.  
2
 Hence the Swedish term kakuminalt l used alongside tjockt l, to Lat. 

cacūmen ‘peak’. 
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behind the upper teeth. Auditively, it is a very short, one-touch 

consonant which may resemble a lisped r. However, in the dialect 

speech that I heard, it is clearly distinct from both r (trilled) and l 

(dental). In the IPA it is designated as ɽ, in the Swedish Dialect 

Alphabet § or — in the 1880s — ¦ (Eriksson 1961: 77). Below it is 

designated as ḷ. Standard Swedish has lost it and generalised the 

dental l in all positions, but it is preserved in dialects. M.I. Steblin-

Kamenskij (1965: 21) correctly described the general tendency for l 

and ḷ to be in complementary distribution. In this article I will study 

the distribution of l and ḷ in Swedish dialects of Estonia, primarily in 

the dialect of Gammalsvenskby; combinations of r and dental 

consonants are also taken into account. The examples are taken from 

this dialect unless otherwise specified. The source of data is 

interviews with its fluent speakers recorded during my trips to the 

village. I have devised the following spelling system for the dialect 

of Gammalsvenskby (Mankov 2019).  

Vowels: a [a], ā [aː], e [e ], ē [eː
i
, e ː],

3
 i [i], ī [iː], o [o], ō [oː], u 

[u], ū [uː], y [y], ä [ɛ], ǟ [ɛː], ö [œ], ȫ [œː], ü [ɞ],
4
 ǖ [ʉː], äi [ɛˑi, ɛĭ], 

öü [œːʉ, œʉ ].
5
 

Consonants: b [b], d [d], ḍ [ ] (as in Sw. bord), f [f], g [ɡ], h [h], 

j [j], k [k], l [l] (as in Sw. lä a, mål), ḷ [ɽ], m [m], n [n] ([ŋ] before k), 

  [ ], ŋ [ŋ], p [p], r [r] (trilled), s [s],   [ʃ],
6
 t [t],   [ ], v [v], x [x], z 

[z], ẓ [ʒ]. 

Some forms from previous descriptions of Swedish dialects of 

Estonia may sometimes raise doubts as to the accuracy of their 

representation in published works, i.e. it is not always clear if they 

were recorded correctly. However, in this article I do not deal with 

this problem and cite the forms as they are given in the sources. 

Previous scholars used a variety of spelling systems, sometimes I 

provide a transliteration using the spelling that I devised for the 

dialect of Gammalsvenskby. 

                                                      
3

 [eː
i
] is usually pronounced within morphemes, [e ː] at the end of 

morphemes. 
4
 Central rounded open vowel; lower than Standard Sw. [ɵ], lips are 

rounded and protruding. 
5
 The diphthongs usually shorten before long consonants or groups of 

consonants. In this case the second element is pronounced extrashort, e.g. 
g[ɛĭ]gḷar ‘gills’. 
6
 Note that it is alveopalatal and sounds identical to Russ. ш or Germ. sch; 

it is not postalveolar as Standard Sw. rs.  
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1. Distribution of l and ḷ in synchrony  
(for more examples see Mankov 2019: 78). 

 

l occurs in the following positions, cf. Eriksson (1961: 77–78): 
1) word-initially or, to be more precise, at the beginning of stressed 
morphemes,

7
 e.g. līas ‘obey’, lägge ‘put’; 2) when doubled: bill 

‘uncle; old man’, vallar ‘herdsman’; if ll shortens, it remains l and 
does not give ḷ: väliŋ ‘soup’, cf. Sw. välling; 3) before d, t within 
morphemes (see section 2.1); 4) after d, t: f äidlendä  ‘cheerful’, 
bittle ‘early’; 5) after s, x: slō ‘to strike’, gnixl ‘to whine’; 6) before s 
+ consonant: älsk ‘to want’; 7) after i, ī, äi:

8
 fila ‘to wag tail’, fīl 

‘file’ (tool), däil ‘to divide’; historically, here also belongs äild ‘fire’ 
(see section 3). The fact that it is only l rather than ḷ that occurs after 
these vowels is due the phonetic dissimilarity between ḷ and i, ī, äi: ḷ 
is pronounced with the tongue being backward whereas i, ī, äi are 
front vowels. Note also the combination lld, where d is an epenthetic 
consonant which appears on a morpheme boundary: falldä  pres. sg. 
of fall ‘fall’. 

ḷ occurs: 1) intervocalically and word-finally after vowels: fāḷan 
‘beautiful’, fǖḷ ‘bird’; 2) before k, g, p, m, v, f: f ḷk ‘people’, föḷge ‘to 
follow’, höḷp ‘to help’, böḷm ‘to stir’, haḷm ‘straw’, g ḷv ‘flour’, 
höḷft preterite of hölp; earlier, ḷ occurred intramorphemically before 
s and n, but the combinations ḷs, ḷn assimilated and gave  , n (see 
section 2.1); 3) after k, g, p, b, v, f: tikkḷe ‘often’, gḷēm ‘forget’, pḷant 
‘plant’, bḷū ‘blood’, fḷǖ ‘to fly’, gnavḷa  pres. sg. of gnavöḷ ‘to 
gnaw’; 4) in the suffix -ḷiŋ: a mḷiŋ ‘orphan’.  

Loanwords usually have l: alesk ‘dumpling’, blǖd ‘saucer’ etc. 
 

2. Combinations of l, r with dental consonants (d, t, s, n); 

the combination rl. 
 

2.1. Combinations l, r + d, t, s, n within morphemes. 
 

When the combinations ld, lt in East Swedish dialects are 

originally intramorphemic, they are not assimilated and remain ld, lt 

(Jansson 1942: 51; Wessén 1965: § 53). Examples from 

                                                      
7
 ḷ never occurs at the beginning of stressed syllables. This explains why 

the suffix -läik has [l], e.g. b äiläik ‘breadth’. In all likelihood, it used to 
carry the secondary stress, due to which forms with this suffix were 
prosodically equalled with compounds. Cf. the suffix -ḷiŋ, which was 
always unstressed and is therefore pronounced with ḷ. 
8
 In the dialect of Runö, ḷ is possible after ī, see section 3.2. 
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Gammalsvenskby include fä ald ‘butterfly’, hōld ‘to hold’, mǖld 

‘dry earth; dust’, sōld ‘sieve’, galt ‘hog’, gilt ‘sow’, mält ‘spleen’, 

here also belongs lt in old borrowings: filt ‘blanket’, bält ‘belt’. Note 

that PGerm. *lþ gives ll: güll ‘gold’ (Tamm 1887: 78). 

The preservation of ld, lt makes a contrast to rd, rt, which are 

assimilated within morphemes and give postalveolar ḍ,  . This is 

because in the combinations ld, lt the consonants have different 

manners of articulation (lateral vs. plosive), but the same place of 

articulation (apico-dental), so they have fewer prerequisites to 

assimilate. In this case, the assimilation is only possible by the 

manner of articulation and not by the place, because consonants 

which have the same place of articulation obviously cannot 

assimilate one another by the place of articulation. In Swedish 

dialects of Estonia, the assimilation by the manner did not take place 

in ld, lt, but in Standard Swedish it did (in ld), hence hålla ‘to hold’ 

etc. (Tamm 1887: 79; Wessén 1965: § 53). In the combinations rd, 

rt the consonants differ both in regard to the place (alveolar vs. 

dental) and to the manner (sonorant vs. plosive), i.e. they allow 

assimilation by both these parameters, which actually happened: rt 

> r  (progressive assimilation by the place) >    (regressive 

assimilation by the manner), e.g. sjä  a ‘heart’. This also explains 

why PGerm. *lþ (unlike lt) gave ll: it is the same type of 

assimilation as in rt, rd. It should be noted that the places of 

articulation of consonants in the combinations rt, rd (and lþ) are not 

so distant as to prevent the assimilation. In such combinations as ḷk 

the distance is considerable, which explains the absence of 

assimilation.      

The combination rt does not cause lengthening of the preceding 

vowel
9
, due to which the intramorphemic    is long. As for rd (< 

OSw.  ð), the preceding vowel was lengthened already in Old 

Swedish (Wessén 1965: § 37), e.g. gōḍ ‘yard’. The development 

was therefore rd > rḍ > ḍ, rather than *ḍḍ, because otherwise the 

overlength *V ḍḍ would have appeared, which is not allowed in the 

present-day prosody of the dialect.  

The combinations ls, rs within morphemes are always 

assimilated, which is due to the same reason: the consonants have 

different places and manners of articulation. In the contemporary 

                                                      
9
 However, cf.       ‘cloudberry’ (Sw. hjortron) in the dialect of Nuckö 

(Danell 1951: 160). 
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dialect of Gammalsvenskby the results of the assimilation of ls and 

rs are the same in terms of articulation, cf. hā  ‘neck’ (< *hāls; note 

that a was lengthened before ls) and fo   ‘rapid stream’ (Sw. fors, 

the combination rs has not lengthened the preceding vowel). 

However, the earlier dialect did distinguish *ls and *rs, the former 

combination gave a retroflex s (designated as · in the Swedish 

Dialect Alphabet), the latter a postalveolar s (S), cf. h-a·, fÅ_S 

(Karlgren 1953: §§ 21, 33). 

The intramorphemic combination rn in the dialect of 

Gammalsvenskby is invariably reflected as an ordinary dental n: 

bjūn ‘bear’. 

 

2.2. Combinations l, r + d, t, s, n on morpheme boundaries. 

On synchronically distinguishable morpheme boundaries in 
inflexion, the combinations ld, lt etc. are not preserved. The 
following assimilations have taken place: ḷ+t >    (postalveolar  ), 
e.g. fa   neuter of fāḷan ‘beautiful’; ḷ+d > ḍ: skjȫḍ preterite of skjöḷe 
‘rinse’; ḷ+s >  : skjȫ  (< *skjȫḷs) pres. sg. of skjöḷes ‘be washed off’; 
ḷ+n >   and n: spȫ  def. sg. of spȫḷ ‘mirror’, bǖn ‘be inflamed’ (Sw. 
bulna). The consonant   regularly occurs only in monosyllabic 
stems when the definite article -n < -en is added. In di- and 
trisyllabic stems   often gives n, e.g. kvä vä  / kvä ven def. sg. of 
kvä vöḷ ‘door bolt’. There is also fluctuation in the quantity of  , cf. 
snā /sna   ‘soon’ (originally the neuter of the otherwise unattested 
adjective corresponding to Sw. snar ‘quick’), bō /bo   neut. of bōḷan 
‘blunt’, hā /ha  , i.e. [haː ], [ha ː], and also [haˑ ˑ], neut. of hāḷan 
‘slippery’. The fluctuation is due to the fact that either the long    is 
generalised or the root vowel preserves its length. The overlength, 
i.e. the preservation of both the long vowel and the long consonant, 
is not allowed in the contemporary dialect. It should also be noted 
that the phonetically regular preterite forms of such verbs as skjöḷe 
‘rinse’, sjöḷe ‘sell’ (with the initially short root vowel) would be 
*sjöḍḍ, *skjöḍḍ, i.e. with V ḷd   V ḷḍ   V ḍḍ. However, such forms 
never occurred in my interviews, the vowel is always lengthened, 
the consonant is short: sjȫḍ, skjȫḍ. This is because the long ḍḍ is 
generally not common in the dialect due to such cases as gōḍ (see 
section 2.1). Analogy with preterites of verbs where the root vowel 
was always long is also possible, e.g. hēḍ, īḍ, lǟḍ, mīḍ,  ēḍ to hē  
‘hear’, ī  ‘whirl’ (of snow), lǟ  ‘learn’, mī  ‘build from stones’,  ē  
‘mix’. Moreover, ḷg+d also gives ḍ, the preceding vowel lengthens: 
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föḷge ‘follow’ — fȫḍ, svöḷge ‘swallow’ — svȫḍ, tjöḷge ‘carve’ — 
tjȫḍ. A long ḍ has only occurred in the preterite of fē  ‘lead’ which 
was pronounced [fe  ː], but also [feː ]. 

The same assimilations take place in combinations with r, i.e. 

r+t >  /  : kḷa  /kḷā  neut. of kḷā an ‘clear’; r+d > ḍ (see hēḍ above), 

r+s >   : r[e ]   pres. sg. of  ē as ‘move’, r+n >   in monosyllabic 

stems: tjǖ  def. sg. of tjǖ  ‘bull’. In disyllabic stems rn often gives 

n: biggja / biggjan def. sg. of biggjar ‘builder’ (Mankov 2019: 80).  

On morpheme boundaries in word formation, namely in 

compounds, combinations of ḷ with the following dentals can be 

both assimilated and preserved: būmöḷ-täkke ‘cotton blanket’, hāḷ-

stikke ‘hailstone’, kōḷ-strunk ‘cabbage head’, maŋ(ŋ)öḷ-stukk ‘rolling 

pin’, alongside jü   ǟ ‘fir tree’, maŋḷ- t kk ‘rolling pin’. The same 

concerns r + dentals in compounds: ē -snipa ‘ear lobe’, finstä -kḷē 

‘curtain’, fō- k kk alongside fō -skokk ‘flock of sheep’, ō -tīta  and 

ō- īta  ‘for years’ (Sw. å ti tals). 

As for the phonological status of  , ḍ,  , I propose the following 

solution: within morphemes they are phonemes, on morpheme 

boundaries they are realisations of /rt/, /rd/, /rs/, /ld/, /lt/. The 

postalveolar [ ] on morpheme boundaries is a realisation of /rn/ and 

/ln/, in such forms as gōḍ  def. sg. of gōḍ, it is an allophone of /n/. 

 

2.3. The combination rl. 

It was shown above that in combinations with r, first a 

progressive assimilation by the place of articulation, then a 

regressive assimilation by the manner of articulation took place. The 

combination rl should therefore have given *rɭ, then *ɭɭ, where ɭ is a 

postalveolar (rather than retroflex) l. This would have created an 

opposition l ~ ɽ ~ ɭ. However, it would be assymetrical and 

redundant. Such sequence as [t] ~ [ʈ] (retroflex t) ~ [ ] (postalveolar 

t), which in all likelihood existed in the dialect (see 2.1), was a 

realisation of /t/ ~ /lt/ ~ /rt/. The sequence [l] ~ [ɽ] ~ [ɭ] would be a 

realisation of /l/ ~ /rl/ (because [l] and [ɽ] are allophones of /l/); this 

would create assymetry. For this reason, in rl there was no 

progressive assimilation rl > rɭ, and only the regressive assimilation 

rl > ll > l took place. The examples are käliŋ ‘woman’ (OSw. 

kä ling), hōle ‘very’. The latter form goes back to *hōlet, which 

originally is the neuter of the non-attested adjective *hōlendä    
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 h  lendä     h  dlendä , cf. Sw. hå dlig (Danell 1905–34: 183); 

as for the loss of d, cf. ḷgd > ḍ in svöḷge — svȫḍ in 2.1.   

 On synchronic morpheme boundaries occur rl alongside l, but 

never a postalveolar l: Hon jǟ  lāt [-rl-] ‘She’s lazy’. Compare also 

fä lī t se alongside fälī t se ‘to hope’.  

 

3. The heteromorphemic combination ld vs. ḍ. 

As was mentioned, the original intramorphemic ld is preserved 

in Swedish dialects of Estonia, while ld with a morpheme boundary 

between l and d gives ḍ. There are however forms in which l and d 

are divided by a morpheme boundary, but in one case the outcome is 

ld (as if the form were originally intramorphemic), in the other ḍ. 

Such forms in the dialect of Gammalsvenskby are bǖld ‘furuncle’ 

and kjȫḍ ‘cold’ (noun). Before we study these two forms, it should 

be noted that the Standard Swedish words that are relevant in this 

context are böld ‘id.’, köld ‘id.’, bolde ‘furuncle’, däld ‘small 

valley’, mäld ‘grist’, stöld ‘theft’, väld ‘unfairness’ (Tamm 1887: 

78–81). The question is why they preserve ld and not assimilate it to 

ll (as in hålla, kall etc.). Tamm explained it by the influence of those 

forms where the suffix -d- was preserved, e.g. tyngd (ibid.: 79). 

According to A. Kock (1893: 259), all these forms had thick l, 

which, unlike the dental l, did not cause the assimilation ld > ll. It 

was also proposed that the thick l in such forms as OSw. byld, kyld 

could also be due to the influence of bulen, kulen where ḷ was 

phonetically regular; thus e.g. H. Pipping (1914: 27–28). I think that 

we should take into account the fact that these forms are 

bimorphemic (unlike håll-, kall), and the morpheme boundary is 

clearly distinguishable. All these forms preserve a link to the related 

roots with l: bulen ‘swollen’, kall ‘cold’, dal ‘valley’, mala ‘grind’, 

stjäla ‘steal’, vilja ‘want’. It was the clearly visible morpheme 

boundary between l and d rather than the supposedly retroflex 

character of l that has prevented ld from being merged into ll in 

Standard Swedish.  

The word eld ‘fire’ probably never had the thick l: it goes back 

to PScand. *eilða- < PGerm. *aili-ða- (on its derivation see Kroonen 

(2013: 11)), and ḷ was not possible after äi   ei (see section 1). This 

word lost its link with the primary root, which triggered the 

assimilation, hence the form ell attested in the 16
th
 century (SAOB: 

E 405). A similar case is probably Sw. kväll ‘evening’ (cf. OIcel. 
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kveld). If the etymology that relates it to OE cwelan ‘to die’ is 

correct, this noun was derived with a suffix that contained PScand. 

*ð; its relation to the primary root became obscure a long time ago, 

which made this form monomorphemic, having eliminated the 

obstacle to the assimilation ld > ll.  

Now we need to look into why Swedish dialects of Estonia 

sometimes have ld and sometimes ḍ on a morpheme boundary. I 

suppose that the reason for this was the distribution of the varieties 

of l in the older period. Basically, this distribution seems to have 

been the same as in contemporary dialects. Immediately before d, 

the phoneme /l/ was realised as a dental l, both intra- and 

heteromorphemically. In the intervocalic position, /l/ had a different 

quality and ultimately gave the thick l. If a vowel that followed such 

l later syncopated, l and the following d assimilated, i.e. *VlVd > 

*Vḷḍ > Vḍ. This means that l had two different allophones before the 

syncope, i.e. as early as in Proto-Scandinavian. However, we do not 

know what the original quality of the second allophone was; its 

retroflex character could be a later development. For the dating of ḷ 

see Ronge (1993: 200; 15
th
 century in Sweden), Andersson (2016: 

21; first half of the 14
th
 c.), Fridell (2017: 167; late 14

th
 c. — 16

th
 

cc.); cf. Kuzmenko (1995: 125).  

These regularities may explain the words for ‘furuncle’ and 

‘cold’ in Swedish dialects of Estonia. If a suffix that contained a 

dental consonant (namely, *ð) was added directly to the root, the 

combination has remained ld; if there was a vowel between l and *ð 

(this vowel later syncopated), we get ḍ. One more circumstance 

should be taken in to account. There was a whole range of suffixes 

with the consonant *ð, some of them contained i before ð: PScand. 

*-ði-, *-ið ,  -ða- (PIE *-ti-, *-itā,  -to-), *-ðan-, *-iðan-. Some of 

them were synonymous, and, consequently, derivatives with these 

suffixes could contaminate, which obscured the initial distribution of 

ld (< *-l-ðV-) and ḷd (< *-l-iðV-).  

 

3.1. The noun bǖld ‘furuncle’. 
   

It has two varieties in Swedish dialects of Estonia, with ld and 

with ḍ. The form with ld occurs in the contemporary dialect of 

Gammalsvenskby: bǖld, def. sg. -n, pl. -ar, def. pl. -a(na) m. It was 

recorded by Karlgren (1953: 17): b-uld, -n , -ar, -a m., and in the 

dialect of Nuckö: b-úld m. (Danell 1951: 60). I suppose that it is an 
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old formation, going back to PGerm. *bl -ðá- m., PIE *b
h
el- ‘to 

grow, spread, swell’ (IEW: 120–121). The suffix is PIE *-t-ó-, 

which in this case was added directly to a zero-grade root, the stress 

is on the thematic vowel. This suffix was used to make participial 

adjectives and corresponding nouns (Brugmann 1906: 394ff.; Olson 

1916: 546; Kluge 1926: § 117). The development is PScand. 

*b lða- > *buld- > bǖld; the form without a-umlaut has been 

generalised, cf. Wessman (1936–38: I, 115ff.); ld usually lengthens 

the preceding vowel (cf. hōld ‘to hold’). However, it cannot be 

excluded that the suffix was *-ðan-: *bul-ðan- m. with the following 

transition from the weak declension to the strong: bǖld is strong; the 

weak form would be *bǖld-an in the def. sg. form, but it was never 

heard in my interviews. In this case, this form would identical to 

Sw. bolde, which either goes back to PScand. *bul-ð-an- or to *bul-

i-ð-an- m. The suffix *-(i)þ-an- was used in nouns for ailments, e.g. 

OE b  neþa ‘itching’, spiweþa ‘vomiting’, wl tta ‘nausea’ and 

many others, including the word for death, OIcel. da ði (Kluge 

1926: § 118; Krahe, Meid 1967: § 119); this corresponds well with 

the sense of the Swedish word.  

The form with ḍ has the following phonetic variants. 

With ǖ+ḍ. Vendell recorded it in the dialects of Dagö, 

Gammalsvenskby, Runö, Nuckö: búd (= bǖḍ in my transliteration), 

pl. -ar, feminine in Gammalsvenskby, masculine on Dagö 

(Freudenthal, Vendell 1886: 36); b-uD m. on Runö (Vendell 1882–

87: 84); b-O¢ (-O = -u here) m. on Nuckö (Vendell 1904–1907: 96). It 

probably goes back to PScand. *bul-i-ð-an- m. or *bul-ið-ō f.; the 

intervocalic l gives ḷ with the following assimilation, i.e. *buḷð    

*buḷḍ   bǖḍ).   

With ē + ḍ in the dialect of Nuckö: b-eD n. (Danell 1951: 68) and 

ȫ + ḍ in the dialect of Rågöarna: bÓd, -   f. (Freudenthal, Vendell 

1886: 39); Ó is [ɶː]. I explain it as a contamination of *bul-ði- f. and 

*bul-ið-ō f. The form *bul-ði- gave PScand. *bylð- (with a dental l); 

the vowel ē in the dialect of Nuckö is due to the delabialisation of ö 

(lengthened before ld) < OSw. y (Danell 1905–34: 98; Hultman 

1939: 162). The consonant ḍ is taken from bǖḍ < *bul-ið-. The 

neuter gender of b-eD instead of the original feminine (cf. OSw. byld 

f.) should not necessarily be old; it could be caused by the 

fluctuation between f. and n., typical of the dialect of Nuckö; for its 

explanation, see (Danell 1905–34: 226). Note that in Standard 
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Swedish, *bul-ði- gave böld (Tamm 1877: 28); judging by the 

available materials, this form has no direct cognates in Swedish 

dialects of Estonia. 

The discussed forms are summarised as follows. 

PScand. *bul-ða- m.: bǖld Gsvby, b-úld Nuckö; 

PScand. *bul-ð-an- m.: OSw. bulde, bolde, boldhe; Sw. bolde; ? 

bǖld m. Gsvby, Nuckö; 
PScand. *bul-ið-an- m.: búd m. Dagö, Nuckö,    ɖ Runö; 

PScand. *bul-ði- f.: OSw. byld, böld f.; Sw. böld; 

PScand. *bul-ið-u f.: búd f. Gsvby; 

Contamination of *bul-ði- f. and *bul-ið-ō f.: b-eD n. Nuckö, 

bÓd f. Rågöarna. 
 

3.2. The noun kjȫḍ ‘cold’. 

Similar developments are seen in the word for ‘cold’. In my 

interviews it occurred as both fem. (üte slīk kjȫḍ ‘in such a cold’) 

and masc. (e slikä  kjȫḍ). In Swedish dialects of Estonia, this noun 

is probably a contamination of PScand. *kul-ið-an- m. (Hultman 

1908: 196) and *kul-ði- f.; ḍ (< *ḷð) comes from the former, the i-

umlauted vowel from the latter. Both these forms are attested in Old 

Swedish: kulde m., kyld f. The vowel y before ḍ lowered to ȫ and 

developed a palatal element j (Hultman 1939: § 88). An identical 

form was recorded by Vendell in the dialects of Gammalsvenskby, 

Rågöarna, Vippal: kiÓd f. (Freudenthal, Vendell 1886: 103); Tiberg 

(1940: 329) recorded kiȫɖɖ on Rågöarna, the same form was 

recorded by R. Pöhl (1944: 21): K$i-Ô_D. Other dialects differ in terms 

of the development of the vowel. 

The dialect of Nuckö has kéd f. (Freudenthal, Vendell 1886: 

101), K-eD f. (Danell 1905–34: 98; 1951: 236; Hultman 1939: 162).  

As for the dialect of Runö, Vendell (1882–87: 105) recorded 
kɩ  ɖ f. This dialect shows a specific development of long ī and  , 

which give ǖ or jǖ before ḷ, e.g. h-ù¦ ‘to rest’, st-ur ‘rudder, steering 

wheel’,  pi-ù¦ ‘willow’ (Icel. hvíla, stý i, píll), see Vendell (1882–87: 

20), Hultman (1894: § 67), Franzen (1959: 51). Before the thick l 

the short vowel y gives ö > ä in this dialect, cf. fæ¦I ‘to follow’ 

(Hultman 1894: § 1.11). But in front of ḍ the vowel y lengthened 
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before the change y   ö   ä started to operate and took part in the 

change   > jǖ, hence kjǖḍ (Hultman 1894: § 1.28, footnote 3)
10

.      

The dialect of Ormsö has ī: kíd f. (Freudenthal, Vendell 1886: 

103). Here the original vowel y also lengthened before ḍ prior to the 

change y    ö, and then delabialised.  

 

4. The origin of ḷ. 

I suppose that the emergence of ḷ or, to be more precise, of two 

allophones of /l/ is related to the emergence of R in Proto-

Scandinavian. As a result of the operation of Verner’s law, PGerm. 

/s/ split into two allophones, [s] and [z]. After the stress established 

on the first syllable, s and z became two different phonemes. While 

/s/ occurred in all positions, the occurrence of /z/ was limited to the 

intervocalic and word-final positions. The limited distribution of /z/ 

has led to this phoneme being used intervocalically and word-finally 

as an optional allophone of /s/. The optional character and, 

consequently, phonological weakness of [z] resulted in the 

disappearance of the allophonic variation, with [s] having been 

generalised. This is seen in Gothic. In West-Germanic and 

Scandinavian languages the development was different because here 

/z/ was subject to rhotacism. The result was the emergence of a new 

phoneme /R/. It had the same restrictions in the distribution as /z/, 

i.e. it was possible intervocalically, word-finally, and before ð, n, 

whereas the old phoneme /r/ occurred in all positions. The 

articulatory proximity between /r/ and /R/ accompanied by the 

limited distribution of /R/ led to /r/ and /R/ becoming allophones, 

with /R/ repeating the fate of /z/, because at a certain stage it came to 

be an optional allophone of /r/. This allophonic variation was also 

eliminated. However, different languages generalised different 

varieties of the articulation of /r/. For example, Faroese and English 

                                                      
10

 An interesting case in connection with this is the word KiÅ¦mt f. ‘measure 
for dry goods, e.g. grain’ in the dialect of Runö (Vendell 1882–87: 105). It 
is borrowed from Est. külimit, dial. külimet (Lagman 1971: 64; cf. Saxén 
1895–1897: 159). As Elis Ahlberg suggests (personal communication), it 
was probably borrowed after the change y   ö before the thick l and 
therefore did not take part in this change. However, it took part in the 
change  /ī   jǖ, but with a slightly different outcome (the difference is due 
to the fact that the vowel was originally short), hence the supposed 
development külimit    kiḷmit > *kjoḷmit > kjoḷmt.    
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have generalised the pronunciation as an approximant which may go 

back to /R/, while Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish have the trilled 

articulation which was characteristic of /r/. The emergence of two 

allophones of /r/, viz. [r] and [R], had one more consequence for the 

system of consonants. Under the influence of [r] ~ [R] the phoneme 

/l/ also split into two allophones, i.e. the one occurring word-

initially, in gemination and in combination with t, d, and the one 

occurring intervocalically and word-finally. The first allophone was 

in all likelihood a dental [l]. We do not know how the second 

allophone was initially pronounced, but eventually it gave the 

retroflex flap in Scandinavian dialects. The velarised l, typical of 

English, may also go back to the second allophone of the old /l/. Its 

original quality could therefore be due to the backward position of 

the tongue. 
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